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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FLARE CONTROL LASS ►S
By
•	 A. A. Nadkarnil
l. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to present the development of a digital
3-D automatic control law designed to achieve an optimal transition of a
B-737 aircraft between various initi:a2 glide slope conditions and the
desired final touchdown.condition. The digita], control law developed here
is essentially a time-invariant state-esta.mate feedback law, and the design
procedure is ca.pable of using the Microwave Landsng System (MLS) undex
development by the Federal Aviata.on Agency (FAA). The study of a curved
flight path leading to a steep fznal approach and t.ouchdown under low
visiiiilzty condi.tions is part of the Terma.nally Confi.gured Vc:hicle (TVC)
program., sponsored by NASA/Langley Research Center. The goals of this
program inciude the reduction o 1 ^ircraft noise in.eommunities su•rrounding
airports, the reduction of fuel .^nsumpxion, the reductio.n of the effects
of adverse weather conditions on aircraft operations, and the efficient
use of airspace in congested terminal areas through t-he use of the
Microwave Landing System. Another goal is to increase t'he overall
efficiency of the operation in the £inal phase of the fZight (ap.proach
and landing) by reduca,ng the heavy workload on the pilot lay automating
as many routine o.perations as possible.
The major reason for the use of steep g3:ide slopes is the result-ant
noise reduction in compa-rison with the currentZy used 2.5° to 3° glide
slo.pes with the Instrument Land3ng. System (ILS). The steeper giide sl:ope
reduces the noise levels perceived on an identical segment of the ground
for tw.o reasons. First, at eQual distances from the touchdown point, the
aircraft fiying a steeper, say a 6 6 glide slope, is at about twice the
altitude compare.d to t9iat flying a 3° glide slope. This d:l.fference in
altitude cailses a coilsi.derable reduct.ion in the noise levei perce]:ved on
1 Research Assistant Professor, D1tt Dominion University Research Foundation,
P. 0. Box 6369, Norfolk, Vzrginia 23508.
the ground even if the two sources generate identical noise levels. Second,
an aircraft flying a steeper glzue sZope requires a lower thrust setting,
and this causes further reduction in the noise level pe.rceived on the ground.
The reduction in thrust setting has the added advantage of reducing the fuei
consumption during the final phase of the flight path. The ability to fly
varying glide slopes inay also provide an effective method to avoid encoun:tering
vortices generated by larger aircraft. This versatility may result in a
more efficient use of the airspace.
The use of steeper glidepaths in the final phase is not without its
attendent disadvantages. The lower thrust setting and the highAr sink rates
allow considerably less reaction time for the pilots to take any corrective
actions in the event of atmospheric da.sturbances, mechanical failures of
the system; etc. In these circumstances, the role of an automatic control
13w to relieve the pi3.ot of the routine workload can be appreciated to its
greatest extent.
The need for reducing touchdown dispersion in the presence of varying
flight conditions encountered al.so
 emphasizes the desirability of an automatic
eontrol Iaw during the flare portion of th.e landi:ng. The reduction in the
touchdown dispersions .greatly facilitates hi.gh:-speed rollout, which signifi-
cantly increases the traffic handling capacity of the terminal.
In the eatlier work (ref. 1), a discrete, optimal control. Iaw to achieve
an optimal transition (from the ina:tial glide slope to the required touch-
down conditions) was designed with time-varying gains. As the time-varying
control law is difficult, to
 implement in practice onboard the aircraft,
develo:pment of a constant-gain contr.ol law wa-s ur.dertaken (ref. 2) and is
implemented with a sli.ght modification in the present stud iy. The modzfica-
tion consists in defini:ng the elevator position (6e) as one of the states
rather than one of the contxol variables as was done in previous studies
(refs. 1 to 4). The eievator rate (Se) zs.now defined as a control variable.
Thi.s chan.ge
 was done mai.nl .y because of the need to study the open-loop
res;ponses with an elevator la.near].y varying with time (a ramp) forced on
the system.
I.n section 3, the mathema:tical model u$.ed for describing`the deviations
of the aircraft's 3.ongltudinal variables from . their steady-state values is
2
briefly described. The effect of Iags in the thrust buildup are included in
the model b y assuming a iinear dynamical model for the thrusters (engines).
A new method of including the effects o£ steady winds, wind shea-rs and
gusts is also indicated. The model is expressed in state variable form,
which is suitable for application of modern control theory techniques. The
devel.opment o£ the model follows closely the development of the model ou:tlined
in references 1 to 6. However, the new wind model is shown to be a more
realistic one in that it can model the shear profiles that are norrnally
given in practice as spatial profiles rather than temporai profiles. In
addition, it is also shown that the new model overcomes the uncontrollability
problem posed by the previous modeT.
In section 4, the desi.gn
 procedure to compute a digital, ti.me-invariant,
o.ntimal control Iaw for a d`iscrete regulator problem is presented. The
method is +i xtended to compute two forms of control laws to evaluate the
discrete regulator acted upon by constant disturbance.
In secta.on 5, the performance curves are presented using the above control
Iaws for the following cases:
(1) optimal flare in absence of winds,
(2) glide slope tracking in presence of specified wind profiles,
(3) optimal flare in presence of wind profiles, and
(4) flare to achieve transition from initial giideslope to touchdown
conditions wi:th open-Ioop control ta. w forced on the system.
Finaily, in section:6, the conclusions derived from the present St:udy,
the relatl.ve
 merits of various control schemes, and suggestions for over--
coming certain difficulties encountered are listed.
2. NONENCI,ATURE
A	 system rmatrix, continuous tiine case
B control effoxt matrix, conti.nuous time case
Cwg transforination matrix, bod.y to stabilitjr fTame
C ws transformation matrix., inertia3: t.o stability frame
G control effort matrix, discrete time case
H constant gain matrix, di.screte time case
J quadrat-ic performance index
p Riccati matrix
Q state weighting matrix
q integral states
R control weighting matrix
S control-rate we,.-ighting matrix
ili horizontal component of inertical velocity 	 Vi
u control vector, perturbation in horizontal velocity
4V eigen veotor matrix
4YI vertical component of inertial velocity 	 Vi
Wd constant distu7rbance vector
Wg wind gust vector, body frame
Ws steady wind vector, inertial frame
w wind vector in stability frame, perturbation in
verti_.cal velocity
°xeye Ze fraine parailel to earth-fixed (vertical) frame
oxbyb z.h body--fixed frame
ox5ys z s stabiliry frame
X shear rate in horizontal wind velocity, kn/100 ft
(1 kn - 0.514 m/sec; 100 ft ^- 30.48 m)
x state variable vector
Z shear rate in verticai wind velocity, kn/100 ft
(1 kn = 0.514 m/sec;.100 ft = 30.48 m)
controlled Variable vector
^ white noise proeess
4
Subscripts
b	 body-fi:ted frame
f	 fi.nal, termii.al
g	 gust coraponents
i	 inertial vector
o	 initial, nominal
s	 stability frame
w	 wind components, constant disturbance
°°	 5teady-state v41-ue
Su erscri ts
1	 components i.n inertial frame
s	 components in stability frame
( )'	 noarmalized
( :)	 augmented
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM MDDEL
The development of the mathematical model in this study follows ctosely
the development of a si.milar model described in detail in references 1 to 5.
The complete derivati:on of the system equations is described in these
references; however, a brief outZine of the derivation is given below for
the sake of completeness..
3.1. Aircraft Dynamics with Wind Disiurbances
This study is concerned only wl:th the final phase of flight t viz the
flare. Thus, the aircTaft is approaching the runwa.y•on a certain initial
glidepa_th. The aircraft is a7,igned with the runway, has a zero or at most a
very small yaw angle wi:th respect to the runway, as well as a zero bank
(or roll) angle, except in the case of a signifii:ant crosswind. Therefore,
5
all the lateral dynamics are neglected during the analysis and only longitudinal
dynamics are considered.
Wii:h the assumptions stated above and assuming small perturbations about
the no:ninal path, the nonlinear equations of motion of the aircraft can be
linearized iising well-known methods. The complete eauations of motion and
the linea-rization procedure are outlined in references 5 to 7, mhese
nonlinear equations are derived assuming (1) a flat earth, (2) an earth-£ixed
frame of reference, (3) a rigia aircrait, and (4) second-order terms are
neglected. These equations of motion are coupled. hiowever, for a steady-state
flight condit.ion, the equations can be decoupled i.nto two groups, the longitu-
dinal ec{uations and the lateral equations of motion. As indicated above, we
deal.with only longitudinal equations of motion in this study.
The decoupled, nonlinear iongitudinal ec{uations of motion are then
1 4-neari.zed about t'he nominal trajectory (i.e. the steady-state flight of -3 0 ,
-6° glide slope, etc.) to obtain the linear perturbata.ve
 equations in the
stato variabl.e form. The equations are expressed in a stability axes
coordinate £rame attached to the aircraft at the center of mass.
The final iinearized, longitudinal equations of motl.on, including wind
disturbances, assume the following standard form (refs. I to 4):
x=Ax+Bu+Dw	 (1)
where
x=(6 u' a q X ^ x° z U z° 8T dth ds de)T
O	 o
u = (se ds 5th dsp)T
and
w = (uw aw q.w) T
6
where the states (x's) and the controls (u's) are
6	 = perturbation in pitch an;le,
u'	 = perturbation in velocity alon
-
o xs
 (ctability) axis,
normalized,
a	 W perturbatiori in angle of attack,
q	 = perturbation in the pitch rate,
x - x
perturbation in the horizontal position of the aircraft.
^o	 (normalized),
z - z
°= perturbation in the verticai position of the aircraft
^o	 (normalized),
dT	 = perturbation in the thrust,
dth	 = perturbation in the throttle position,
ds	 = perturbatio.n in stabilizer position,
de	 = perturbatio.n in the elevator position,
de	 = perturbation in the elevator rate,..
ds	 = perturbation in 5tabilizer rate,
dth	 = perturbation in throttle rate,
Ssp	 = perturbation in spoiler position.
The subscript w indicates the perturbation in the varzable due to wind
disturbances. The model differs slightly from the previous studi,es (refs. 1
to 4) for reasons pointed out ih seeti:on 1.
3.2. Wind.Model
Tn order to completE and simulate the system model given.by equation (1),
the wi.nd perturbation vector w must be specified. The components of t^his
vector consist of uw; the normalized wind velocity in the + x s direction*;
aw, the perturbation in the angle of attacic due to the wind; and gW , the
* This is a slight change in notation from previous reports (refs. 1, 3, and 4).
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pe, rurbation in the pitch rate of the aireraft due to wind. These wind
+.rar3a: = s may be logically modeled as the sum of a gust component with zero
., .: value and a steady component.
The gust components are modeled using the well-known Dryden spectrum
(refs. 5, 6, 7). This method consists of using spectral factorization methods
to obtain a dynamical system which generates a random process having the
specified.power spectral density when dri.ven by white noise. Because of the
iinearity of the system, the three gust comnonents can be treated individually;
thus, only appro.priate components are included in the longitudinal equations
given in section 2.1. T}ie detailed d.erivation of the gust components can be
found a.n references 3 to n and wi].1 not be given here.
The Dryden spectra describe the statistic.al behavior of the wind gust
velocities in the aircraft body-fixed coordinates, and the gust components
can be expressed in the following form (refs. 3 to 7)
W o = A`JS^ W g + B^^ ^ i 	[2}
where
Wg = (abb agb agb ugb) T
These four gust components constitute the four components [xll to x14 ) of tlie
state vector. The elements of the matrices AWw and B^ 1 can be obtained
from reference 3.
The st.eady-state components of the wind are simpler to model since they
do not involve spectral factorization. Th:ese com.ponents ca-n be mode. led as
tha output of a first order deterininistic plant, corrupted by a white noise.
This can be done in different ways. Orte method, described in references 3
and 4, models the constant wind (or linearly varying wind) essentially as a
white iioise, wa.th the known constant wind (or shear value) supplied as the
initial condition. Th.is method, although it seems to be workin-g satisfactorily,
has certain draw.backs. First, t}ie system so modeled turns out to be uncon-
troil.able. Thus; the constant feedback gains matrix can-not be computed -Pox
the complete system in t'he manner usually done for the regulator problems.
8
Reference ? points out a method of computing the gains matrix in two parts
b ,v spiitting the Ricca.ti equation appropri3tely. The second drawback of
this model is that it is only an app-roximate model for the following reason.
Modeling th.e st.eady component of the wind merely as a white noise impli.es
assumption of a constant time rate o£ change of a linear wind profile.
5ince the wind shear profiles are normally (and logically) ga.ven as
spatial, rather thari temporal profiies, the above assumption provides a
linear shear with altitude only with a constant sa.nk rate of the aircraft.
This is not achieved either in the case when the aircraft is coming down on
the flare path to touchdown (when the sink rate changes by an order of
magnitude) or in the case when the aircraft is coming down on a glide slope
with a nominai sink rate; but the wind velocit;r
 fieS.d is chan.gi.ng , thus
introducing changes in the sink rate.
To permit modeling of spatial shears, a new methocl is proposed. The
model also makes the whole sys?-em controllable, and the f.eedback gain matrix
can be computed as a.s done in the usual manner for the regulator problems
without the need for splitting the matrix Riccati equation in two.
Let the aircraft be coming down on a nominal glide slope in a st.eady
f3.ight cond'ition. Also, for sirr►pl.icity, let the aircraft be flyin:g in a
di.sturbance-.free atmosphere for {t = s, s< 01 (it is noted that the
method can be txiviaZly extended to the situati.on when the aircraft is
flying in a constant wind for {t = s, s< 0}). Now, at t= 0, l.et the
aircraft encounter a step wind, with a component lilw, 
o 
in + x 
e 
dlrecta.on
and a component Ww
.o
 in	
e
the + z direction. A1so, let the subseque.nt
,
wind field be described by a linear shear proftle with a shear ra.te of X
kn/30.48 m(100 ft) in the horizontal wind ve:[ocity, and Z kn/30.48 m
(I00 ft) in.the vertical wind velocity. It_ ?s to be noted, in the
present r-tation, t3iat Uwo > 0 re,presents a tailwa.nd, Wwo > 0 represents
a downda^aft, X> 0 represents a linear inerease in tailwind (with decreasing
hei.ght), and Z> 0 re:presents a linear increase in downdraft (witli
decreasing height) as seen by an earth-fixed observer.
9
If the inertial velocity of the aircraft is denoted by V i and th.e flight
path angle by y°, then the sink rate of the aircraft is given by (fig. .l):
h = -11Vi,lsin Y
	 (S)
where superscript I denotes components are in inertial f.rame.
From this, the rate of change of wind velocity at the wing can be obtained
as:
^w	 z o^ I^ V^ 1 f sin Y
=	
E100IV1I Isin ( 90 + 8 .- (ao + as )^	 (4)z
Expanding the ri.ght-hand side af the above equation, substituting
yG - 6 0 - OtQ 	(5 )
I i ilTi I I sin as - ti+l 
5i .. 0+ w Si	 (6)
I
11VI llcos a	 = US = U5 + u5	 (7)
^ S.	 1	 l.	 1
	
1	 O
and simplifyi:ng yield
Uw -	
ipa IU^ sin ya + Ui cos y o • 6+ sin y o • u
0	 0
- cos yo • w	 ($)
It is obvious that the first term in the above expression is the nominal
rate of c}iange of wind ve,Iocity and is included in the constant disturbance
term W,.d T.hus, the rate of ch-ange of the pertur..bata.on .wind veioeity in.t e
horizontal direction (after normalizing with U$ ) is given bylo
X cos y • 6+ sin Y ^ u' - cos Y
. 
• a)	 (^)
w	 100 ^	 o	 0	 0
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Similarly, the rate-of change of the normalized perturbation wind velocity
i.n the vertical direction is given by
ww 	 -
 100 (cos Y o • B+ si.n Y c • u' - cos yo •^)	 (ia)
Note that equations (8) and (9) yield the perturba.tion components of zhe
wind ^Lw the wing. However, due to inertia effects, the flow field over the
wing does not sense these changes until it travels about four chord lengths.
These inertia effects can be modeled by a'first order lag term with an
appropriate time constant. Thus, the steady-state components of the pertur-
bation wi.nd vElocity a.n a shear field can be.modeled. as
X 15	 a1x15 + b1x17
x16 = - aFx16 + blxl.8
x
X17 _ - 100 ^cos Yo • 6+ sin Yo • u' - cos yo • a
X18 ^	 l00 (cos yo • 9+ sin Y . • u' - cos y o • a^
	
(11)
where
x15 = horitontal component of actual perturbation wind velocity felt.
by the wi:ng, u' :,,a
x I6 = verta.ca2 component of actual pe.rturbation wind velocity felt
]iy the wing, ww
a
xK7 = horizontal component of perturbation win^. velocity at the
wing, u' , and.
w
x l g = vertical component of perturbation wind velocity at the
wing, w'w.
The 4 s.teady-state wind variables can now. .be augmen.te.d wit'h.the 10
aircraft states .[eq. (1)] and 4gust com .ponents to yield the complete state
variable modei of the aircraft motion in the presence of atmosphera.c
Cdi s t.urb anc e.
I1
The system model as developed above is completely contro11ab1e in addita:on
to being more realistic than the previous attempts to model the atmospheric
disturbance effects. The optimal, constant feedback gain matrix for this
system can now be computed in the usual way as for a regulator problem, with
the two nominal shear components acting as constant disturbances on the system.
The methods to compute the gain matrix are described in detail in .section 4.
3.3, The Basic Augmented 5ystem: Ai.rcraft in a Wind Uisturbance Field
With the derivation of the wind model for steady wY_nd veloeity components
now complete, it is possible to augment the wind model [eq. (11)] with the
aircraft equations of motion in presence of wi:nd disturbances [eq. (1)] to
yield the state equations of the basic augmented system..
The final form of the wirrd model assumed the followa:ng form.:
tiVg =Aww g +B ^ 1 	 (12)
Ws = Awx x+ B^ z ^^ + Bw Wd 	(13)
where 5's are whlte nOise processeS t0 accDunt far the uI1known disturbances
and the wind vectors are
W=	 q ur T
g ^u gb a gb gb g^b ^
and
_ 	 ^	 ^	 f	 T
Ws (upw ww uwa wwa)
Here the suliscripts g and s refer to gust and steady coinponents
respective2y. The elements of the matra:ces Aww , 8 E 
L , 
and B, 2 can be
abtained from references 3 and 4. The elements of the Aw.x and Bk, can.be
obtai:ned from equation (3:7.} .
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Defining a composite wind vector
tiV 	 (Wg ^5'S)T	 (14)
the wind vector w defined in equation (1) can be expres.sed as
w
	
w = [ Cwg GwsI 	 g	 (15)
1V
isi
where [CWg Cws ] is an appropriate transformation matrix (ref. s). The
steady wind.s, the wind shears, and the gusts can now be included in the system
equation (1) .
T}ie complete system equations, with the inclusion of the wind model, can
now be expressed in the standard state variable form as
x	 A	 DC . DC	 x	 B	 0	 0	 D
	
wg	 ws
^1
 W - 0
	 A	 0	 W	 + 0 u+ 0 W+ B 0 g ^	 ww	 g	 d	 ^2^1 
.
Ws	 Awx	 0	 0 J 1 Ws.	 1.0 .&	 Bw	 0	 13g2
or
x =Ax + Bu + Bw+Bw +Wd +B	^ (16).
The equata:ons are now in a form suitable for applying the techniques of
optimal control thoory.
4. DERIUATTON OF THE GONTROL LAWS
The equations of motion given by equation (16) represent the 7.inear
vector-matrix differential equations in state varialile form gaver.ning the
Iongitudina7. motion of the aircraft in th.e presence of atmos_pheri.c disturb-
ances. These (co.ntinuousWtime) di:fferential equations are 3aow .expxess.ed in a
discrete form which updiates tfie state variables from one sampling i.nstant to
13
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the next. The discretization of the state equations is desirable for various
reasons. One, t3ie system equations are .integrated on a digztal computer and,
so, are inherently discrete in nature. Secondly, the aircraft control system
,
	
	 also utilizes a digital computer to perform the implementation of the desired
control law derived. Also, the measurement data obtained from the MLS (Micro-
wave Landing System) is provi.ded at discrete intervals of time, rather than
in a continuous fashion. Thus, it wiZl be easier at a Iater stage to cascade
the di.screte controller obtained here with a discrete estiinator.
The differential ee{uation (16) can be expressed in a discretiied form
using a standard procedure [refs. 3, 4, 8] as follows:
x{(k + 1)T) = F(T) x(kT) + G(T) u(kT), k
	 0,1,2...,(kf - 1)	 (I7)
where
.
x _ 	 ^ F (T) _ eAT
T AT
.	 G(T) ^^ e dz g
with T= sample time interval.
The optimal control law for the above dxserete linear systeA is now
developed for the folZowing cases:
(1) the disturbance-free system— the linear regulator protilem., and
(2) the system in wind disturbance --^th.e linear reguZator w.ith constan:t
disturbance (input) problem for the:
(a) output integral feedba. ck case, and
(b) control derivative constraint case.
The basic optima3 constant-gain, feedback-control law far the regulator
probl.em is derived u5ing a nonrecursive solution of the fticcata. equatzon. The
method of solu.tion (refs. 9 to 11) is outlined i.n some detail in section 4.1.
1'he same method is used to coinpute the feedback gai;n matrix for the system
with the constant disturliance problem, after augmenting the original s.ystem
appropriately. These modi.fica.tions are outliried in.sections 4.2. and 4.3.
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4.1. The Linear Regulator Problem
In this section, the basic, optimal, constant gain, feedback. control law
is derived for a disturbance-fxee linear regulator problem using a nonrecursive
solution of the Riccati equaticn. The met'hod is described in com.plete detaii
i.n references 9, 10, and 11. The method . is used here to derive the constant
gain control law to execute an optiinal flare maneuver in the absence of any
atmospheric disturbances. The method yields a discrete, constant gain law to
implement the optimai, state-estimate, feedback control law. The method is
outlined briefly in tliis secta.on for the sake of completeness.
The doterministic, linearized, longitudinal equations of motion of the
aircraft flying in a disturbance-free atmosphere caii be written in the
following form
x= Ax + Bu	 x(o) = xo	 o< t< t f
whe.re
x - x z - z
,
x=^B u' a q _..0 ..:..:. °.	 U : _° ST St:h Ss de
0	 0
and
u = 
(6; 
6s 6th dsp) 
T
The complete descriptian of the ai.rcraft states (x's) and co.ntrols (u's)
was given in section 3.1. It is noted th-at the above equations are obtained
from eQuation (1) j'ust by oinitting the wind disturbance part. These equatio.ns
can be expressed zn discrete form as
Xc+l - Fxk TGuk, x(o) = x p , k= Q, 1, 2,... kfT1
	 (19)
The quadratic pexfo.rmance indEx.to be minimized fo.r the above discrete
system can be expressed as
kf_1
^_ 2 X£ Qf x£ + Z ^ (XTQxk ^ ukRu^	 (2t])
k=0
(18)
T
ls
where the penalty matrices Q f , Q, and R are assumed to be constant.
Formi.ng the Hamiltonian for the problem i.n the usual way, one can easily
,	 write the adjoint vector equa.tion for the Lagrangian multiplier X canonical'
,	 backward di.fference equa.tion form (ref. 12): 	 -
xk = Qxk + FTak*1	 (21)
x	 (22)k ; Qfck
.	 f	 £
From the maximufn principle, the optimal control is given by
	
-1 T	 (23)uk = -4^ Gak+l
Rearranging and combiining the state veetor a. nd the adjoint vector equations
yield t}ie following canonical backwa•rd difference equation
 xk	 F 1	 prFGR_1GT	 Xk+l	 xk+l
^ H
xk
	 QF.-1 (FT + QF-1 GR-1 GT) Xk+l _	 c	 ^k+i
(24)
with a set of split boundary conditions,
x(0) = xo and Xk = Qf cf	 (25)
£
Assutni.ng th.e so].ution of ak of the form
'	
f
:k ^ PkXk'	 Pk - Qf	 (26)
a recursive solhtion can be obtained for P k in t'he usual way (ref. 12).
However, a nonrecursive solu'tion of P can be computed a.n tlie following way,
which i:s ve.ry us.eful, especia.11y for the infittite-time, constant gai:n:solut.io.n
desired in the present study. The detail.s of the method can:he obtained. i.n
references 9, 10, and 11.
lb
If W is the eigenvector matrix corresponding to the eigenvalues of the
canonical system matrix H c
 as defined above, and further if
Wz 1
	SV12
W =
	 (27)
4V2 1	 jY22
then the steady-state solution of P is given by
_	 1
P^ - tiv21W11	 (28)
The optimal control law is then obtained as
_1
uk = - R -IGT ^P^ I + G;^-1 GT] Fxk 	(29)
The closed-ioop, constant gain, state-estimate, feedback control iaw
derived above can now be implemented easil.y by solving the physical system
forward in time.
4.2. The Regulator Problem: Constant Disturbance Case
The basic disturbance-free system discussed in the Iast section cdn now
be extended to incl:ude the wind mod.el described in section 3.2, i.n order to
study the flight performance of the aircraft flying in atmospheric disturbances.
As pointed out in section 3, t'he'linearized, 1.ongitudinal equations of
motion, includi.ng the wind disturbances, assume the following forin [ee{. (16)]:
X=Ax+Bu+BwWd +8^ E	 (30)
These cop cinuous-time, differential ec{uations can.be again put in discrate
form as
xk+l - F xk + Guk + GwWd + G^ Ek	(31)
As was pointed out in sec.tion 3.2, the pai:r [F.,G] for the above system is
controllable; hence, the constan:t, feedback gain matrix can be computed in the
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usual iiav. ' hlowever, the presence of the constant disturbance vector lVd
 (the
two shear values X, Z, see section 3.2) necessitates a sliglit modification
of the above system equations. This modification can be done in two different
ivays. One tvay would be to augment the above syst.em for implementing integral
feedback of some af the variables. The second method is to constrain ths
control dprivatives by augmentin.g the control variable.s with the above system
equations. The methods of deriving the desired control law in both cases are
explained in detiail in the following sections, which point out their advantages
and disadvantages respectively.
4.2.1. Integral feedback case. — One method to eliminate the effect
of eonstant disturbances acting on the system is application of the integral
feedback law. The details of the method can be found in reference 13. 'fhe
method is briefly outlined below.
Let the deterministic system be described by the discrete difference
equations
xk+1 - Fxk + Guk + wo ,	 x[o) = xo 	(32)
where Wo is the constant disturbance acting on the pZant. Let the controlled
variables by given by
zk
 = Dxk 	(33)
Addin:g to the system variables the integral state defined by
ak+l = qk } zk ,	 a(D) = Qo 	(34)
and augmentirtg.this integral sta.te variable with the original system, it can
be shown that a time-invariant control law of the form
uk = H llXk * M3.2qk	 .(35)
is an asyftptotically stable co.ntrol law suc3i that the effects of the constant
disturbances on the eontrolled variables eventualiy vanish. It can also be
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shown that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the exi.stence of the
above control law are that: (1) the original system be stabilizable; and
(?) the open-loop transfer matrix has no zeroes at the origin.
The above conditions impose certain restricti.ons on the choice of the
controlled variables. After a few trials, the following vari.ables were
selected as the controlled variables for the integral feedback scheme
(note that t.he following are perturbations):
zl = 9 - a
.
ql - zi
.
zz = u' q2 = z2
z 3 = h q3 =' zg
x - x
o •
Z 4 = _.: ^ 4 =	 Z+^U..
0
(36)
The integral state va:.iables can now be auginented. with the system ec{uations
of motion with wind disturbance input, derived in section 3.3, and the complete
system can be expressed as
x A	 0 x B
_ + u +
BW i
^Yd
4 Aa	 Q q 0 (37)
These eauations can be dis,cretized in the usual way. The optimal control
problem cain then be solved by computing the constant gain matrix using the
same method described in section 4.1.
The optimal, closed-loop time response of the aircraft flying in a given
wind disturbance can then be obtained by solving the following sets of
discrete difference equations:
	
I
xk+l = F xk
 + G (Hllxk + H12qk) + GwWd.
q
k+l
	 FIQIc ^ p2xk	
{38}
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The results o£ the simulation of this closed-loop system are presented
in section 4,
4.2.2. Control Derivative Constraint Case.— A second method to
eliminate the effects of the constant distu7rbance acting on the system is by
application of the regulator problem with constraints imposed on the control
variable derivatives. This is achieved by penalizing the derivative of the
control variable in the performance index and augmenting the original system
by defining the control variable as additional state. The details of the
inethod can be found in reference 14 for the case of continuous systems. The
derivation of the control law for the discrete systems differs slightly
from that for the continuous case and is given in some detail below.
Let the original system be described by the discrete equations
xk+l = Fxk + Guk + GwWd ,	 x(0) = xo
	(39)
where Wd i.s the constant disturbance actin.g on the system: Now, to achieve
the desired objective ot driving the state x and its derivative x to
zero (asymptotically), the followi.ng  condition mtxst be satisfied
Guk = - G
w
Wd	as k -)- -	 (40)
k
This implies that the range space of Gw is contained in the range
space of G. The system equations can then be written as
xk+i = Fxk + G(uk + W)	 (41)
where
W _ (GTG) 1 UTGwWa	(42)
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Defining a new control variable
u ik = (uk + W) ,	 u2k = ul k
	(43)
and noting that
FV=O
a performance index can be de.fined for the above problem, with the derivative
constraint on the controi included, as follows
p
J= 2 E x^ Qxk +(uk +{V) T R(uk + W) + u^k S . u2k 	(44)
k=1
for the augmented system
xk+l	 F	 G	 xk	 0
_	 +	 u2k
ulk + l	 F11	 F12	 u1];	 G12.	 (45)
The optimal control law for thi.s system can now be comp.uted in the same
manner as before (section 4.1) and is obtained as
u2k 	 H 1i Xk + H12u1k
= Hzlxk + H 12 (uk + W)	 (46)
Substituting for uz k as
u2	 uk+l 
_ 
uk ,	 AT .= time interval
k	 AT
uk+l ^ H ll xk AT +(H12 4T + I)uk + .H 12W QT,	 u(0) = 0	 (47)
5ubsta:tuting this control Taw, the original system eq.uati.ons can now bo
solved by siinulation on a digital computer as usual.
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It is easily seen that the feedback law requires a priori knowledge of
the magnitude of the constant disturbance acting on tha system. In practice,
this know2edge cannot always he expected, which is a potential disadvantage
of the method. In the cases simulated in the present study, the a priori
knowledge of the magnitude of the disturbance was assumed. In these cases,
it is observed that the performance of the system was much better than with
the zntegra3 feedback case discussed in section 4.2.1.
S. RgSULTS
SVith the development of the system model, both for the wind-disturbanee-
free case and for the wind-disturbance case, outlined in section 3, and the
development of the various digital control laws for these systems derived in
section 4, it is now po.ssible to simulate the systet equations of motion with
tize constant gain, closed-loop, optimal control iaw included to evalua.te the
flight performan.ce of the system. The general approach to st.udy the flare
performance is similar to the one in previous studi.es
 (refs. I and 2). Thus,
the longitudinal equations of motion of the aircraft are expressed in
linearized form about the desired touchdown trajectory. These equations
are then discretized; the appropriate control Iaw is incorporated into the
system equation, and the system is expressed as a closed-loop system. The
difference between the initi.al
 glide slope and the desired touc.hdown conditions
[table 1) is supplied as an initial condition, and the ti.me response of the
closed-loo.p system is simulated on a digital computer.
The results obtained by formulating th.e flare problem in.the above
manner show that, inztially, the sink rate increases before being reduced
to the desired touchdown value. This zncrease, t}iugh small and probably
tolerabl.e, was noted consistently in both the cases: with time-varying
gain. in previous study (ref. 1) and with the constant gain in the presen:t
study. This was considered undesi.rable from the viewpoint of pilot monitoring
as well as passenger comfort. Hence, it was also decided to conduct a
preiiminary study with an o,pen-loop cont.rol 1aw forced on the system.. A few
simple forms of control law (linearly varying or ramps) were selected to study
the performance in the absence of an.y disturbanee. In. alI the cases, the
e.levator and the throttle were prevented from assuming negative values.
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Figures 2a to 2c show tiie ti.me response of an optimal transition from a
-3° glidepath to the desired touchdown corditions i.n the absence of any wind
disturbances. Figure 2a shows the time history of altitude h, the sink
rate h, ana the normalized horizontal tracking error (x-x o)/Uo from the
nominal path. lt is seen that at 7.1 sec, when the simulation was terminated,
the aircraft had a sink rate of 0.5452 m/sec (1.798 ft/sec) and a horizontal
error of 5.87 m(19.26 ft). The aircraft is still 0.21 m(0.5872 ft) above
ground and will have touchdown at approximately 7.5 sec. The pitch and
pitch rate histories are shown in figure 2b. The maximum pitch rate is about
2.87°/sec, whic}i is acceptabl.e. Figure 2c shows the thrust and the throttle
history. The thrust has been reduced to about 9340 N(2100 1bs) at 7.1 sec.
lt is noted, however, that the throttle rate is a little too high. This
could be corrected by increasing the appropriate penalty term, albeit with a
resulting modificatio.n of the perfoxmance of other variables.
Figures 3a to 3c s-how the optimal transition from a-6° glide slop, to
the desired touchdown condition, again in the absence of wi.nd disturbances.
Fibsure 3a indicated that touchdown occurs at 5.1 sec with the si.nk rate at
touchdown being 0.698 m/sec (2.29 ft/sec) and the horizontal tracking error
abou:t 9.14 m(30 ft). Figure 3b shows the time history of pitch and pitch
ra.te. The inaximum pitch rate is about 3.3°/sec, which i.s acceptable.
Figure 3c shows the t.ime histories of the thrust and the throttle. The
magnitude of the thrust at touchdown is 9518.7 N(2140 1.Iis), which is
slightly above the idle thrust required.
Figures 4 to 9 show the flight performances of th.e aircraft in the
presence of wind disturbance wit'h s.pecifi.ed shear profiles. Figures 4 to 8
show the performance of the aircraft when it is trying to track. the -3°
glide slope in t'he presence of gust and wind disturbances with specified
shear profiles. Figtire 9 shows the time response of optima.l trarrsition
from a-3° glidepath to desired touchdown conditions.
Figure 4 show.s the time re.sponse of an aireraft, initially on a-3° glide-
path, trying to track the path when it encoun.ters a 10-kn headwind decreasing
at 5 kn/30.48 m(100 ft) and. a 5--kn updraft: d.ecreasing at 1 kn/30.48 m
(100 ft). The control iaw used here is the one derived in section:4.2.1
(integral feedbac-k law). It is seen from figure 4a tha:t the sink r.ate shows
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an oscillatory behavior and at 7.1 sec shows a value of 3.91 m/sec (12.86 ft
/sec), which is higher than the nominal value of 3.37 m/sec (11.07 ft/se.c).
Figure 4h shews the p^.tch and pitch rate hi.story, and the maximum pi.tch rate
is about -2.92°/sEc, which is within liinits. Because of the higher lift
avail.able from a favorable wind field (headwi.nd and updraft}, reduced thrust
and throttle settings were requi.red to maintain th.e flight path, and this
is reflected in figure 4e. 'Che components of the wi:nd velocity, both those
at wing (uw , w w ) and those actually f:elt 6y the wing (u
wa , 
wwa), are plotted
in figure 4d. As was noted in the derivation of the wind model (section 3.2)
the actual velocities felt by the w.ing (which determine the aero.dynamic lift
'	 and moments developed by the wa.ng) lag the inertially changing components.
'Phe effect of usin:g the control law with the control dPrivattve
constraint (sP-tir+n 4.2.2), for tracking the glide slope under a'wi.nd profile
identical to the ab.ove, is seen in figures 5a to 5c. It is clearly seen that
the oscillatory behavior of the sink rate has been eliminated. Also, the
sink rate at 7.1 sec is 3.52 m/sec (11.55 ft/sec), which is almast equal to
the no.minal sink rate, 3.37 in/sec (11.07 ft/sec). A comparison of figure 5b
with figure 4b shows that the pitch and pitch rate histories are almost
identical. Figure 5c shows that the throttle and thrust settl.ngs have been
lowered only slig3itly compared to figure 4c..
Figures 6a to 6c show the interesting results achieved when the simula-=
tion was conducted without au:gme.nti.ng the original system with eit'her int.egrai
stat.e or the control variables. The appropriate gain matrix was computed and
the system was simulated with the same wind profYle (fig. 4d) acting on the
aircraft. The time Tesponses of figures 4a, 4b, and 4c 3ook very similar to
those of fi.gures 6a to 6e, except for slightly higher thrust settings.
Figures 7a to 7c show the flig}it performance of the aircr.aft on a-3°
gli.depat3i entering a wind field sliown in figure 7d. The aircraft encounters a
10-kn tailwind decreasing at 5 kn/30.48 m(1.Q0 ft) and a 5-kn: updraft decreasing
at 1 kn/30.48 m(100 ft). Fi.gures 7a to 7c show tti.e time histories of t:he
various states. lt is seen that the increased angle of attack (due to updxaft)
affects the perf.ornance faster tYian the decreasing airsp.eed (diie to tailwind),
and the sink rate be.gins to decrease ina.tially.
Figures 8a to 8c show the performan:ce of an aircraft entering a wind
field shown in figure.8d. 'fhe aircraft .encounters a tailwind at 10 kn
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increasing at 5 kn/:30.48 m(100 ft) and a downdraft of 5 kn increasing at
1 kn/30.45 m(100 ft). This is the most unfavorable wind profile simulated in
the present study. Figures 8a to gc show the time response o£ the closed-
loop system using the control law with the control variable constraint
method of section 4.2.2. The performance of the aircraft is seen to be
satisfactory in the presence of an unfavorable wind profile. Again, the
absence of any oscillatory behavior in.the sink rate is noted.
Thus, it is noted that the performance o*_' the closed-loop system is
very much satisfactory when the aircraft is nominally on the glidepath and
encounters a specified wind profile. The method was extended, as in the
previous study (refs. 1, 2), to achieve an optimal transitio.n from a nominal
glide slope to the desired touchdown cond.itions, using the same set of optimal
gains de:rived for the case having an identical wind pro£a.le. The differences
between the desired touc3idown trajectory and the nominal glide slope were
supplied as the inita.al conditions to the problem, in addition to t'he speci-
fied wind conditions. However, it was found that in almo.st a11 cases the
response tends to oscillate without achieving th.e t.ouchdown conditions in the
rime interval considered. This is found to be mainly because of the large
initial conditions and the resu.lting liigh corrections. However, one case was
found to be working. Figure 9 shows the results of th.e simulat:.on for ,  th:is
particular case. The aircraft is trying to achieve an optimum transition
from a-3° glide slope to the desired touchdown.conditions. The control law
used here is derived £or .an unaugmented system, and the aircraft encounters a
I0-kn lieadwind deereasing at 5 kn/30:48 m(.100 ft), and a 5-kn updraft
decreasing at 1 kn/50.4$ m(100 ft). The aircraft touches down at 7.1 sec
with a sirik rate o.f a.bout 0.249 m/sec (0.82 ft./se:e). It is i:n.teresting to
note 3iere that, in spite of the favorable wind field (}ieadwind and updraft),
the sink rate increases slightly before being reduced to a 1ow acce:ptable
value for touclidowri. This is i.n sharp contrast to figures ..4 to 6 where
the sink rate decreased under wind conditions identical to those as:sumed in
the p.resen.t case. Therefore, th.is result, together wi.th xesults obtai.ned
in figures 2a, 3a, and i,n the previous study with time varyi:ng gains
(ref. 1), clearly indicates a consa.ste.nt trend in the sink rate history.
Ttie negative pitch and pitch rate (even t-hough o£ very small magnitude) are,.
however, not acce:ptable in practice.
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It was also decided to conduct som.e simulat.ion runs with a feiv simple, ope.n-
loop control laws forced on the system and to observe the time responses of
the aircra£t. The open-loop law used for flare maneuver consisted of two ramps
ori the threttle and the elevator. Both were reduced from thei.r nominal values
to zero with var ,yi.n:g rates and held at zero. Figures 9 and 10 show two sample
runs.
Figure 10 s-hows the transition of the aircraft on a-3° glide slope to
touehdown. The elevator rate i.mposed was 1.8 times the nominal rate, and the
throttle rate was 2.9 tiines the nominal rate. The nominal rate is defined here
as the rate which will reduce the control from its nomin-al initi.al
 value to
iero in 7.1 sec. It i.s seen that the aircraft touch.es
 down at 6.8 sec with a
sink rate of 0.289 m/sec (0.95 ft/sec). The maximum pitch rate was atiout
1.1°/sec. The discontinuities seer, i.n the pitch rate history at 2,6 sec and
4.1 se.c were due to the abrupt changes in the thro.ttie ra.te and the elevator
rate, respoctively, at these instants in order to hold them at zero and
prevent them from a:ssuming negative Va.lues.
Figure 11 shows the flight perfor-mar ►ce of tlie aircraf"t trying to achieve a
forced transition from a-6° glidepath to touchdown. The elevator rate imposed
was 3.1 times the.nominal rate, and tfie throttle rate was 2.9 times the nominal
rate (defined: above). The performance was very simiiar to the previous case,
except for a higher max3muin pitch rate (2.3°/8ec) due to a higher elevator
rate.
It is to be noted that the simulated studies with open-ioop control law
showed that the performance of th.e aircraft was very sensitive to the small
changes in the control variable (rates). For example, in the -6° gl.idepath
case shown above, keepirig the throttle rate at 2.9 (times the nomi.na.l rate),
simulation runs were conducted at diPferent elevator rates. It was found
that an elevator rate of 3.0 resu.Zted in. an early and unacceptably hard
land'ing (touc.hdown at 5.6 sec at sink rate of 1 m/sec}, whereas an elevator
rate of 3.25 results in no touchdpwn, with aircraft ac.tually climbing before
7.1 s.ec. Results obtained for a-3° glide slope also showed similar behavior
o:f Qxtreme sensitivity to sma1l control variations. This behavior was
considered unacceptable, and he.nce the o:pe.n-loo:p control 1aw should be
implemented as a noma:nal 3..aw to be supplemented by a ci,osed-loop contr-ol law
derived in any one of tlie several ways available.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A discrete, time-invaxiant, optimal, closed-loop control 1aw was presented
for a linear regulator problem. The method was extended to incl.ude a system
bei:ng acted upon by a constant disturbance. Two forms of control laws were
derived.to
 solve this probletn. One method utilized the feedback of integ7ral
states defi.ned appropriately and aug.mented with the original system equations.
The second method formulated the problem as a contxoi variable constraint, and
the control variables were augmented with the original system.
A new method of formulating the wind model was described. Tt was shown
that the new wind model was more realistic than the previous model wliich
modeled the steady, shearing winds as a white noi:se with known initi.al condi-
tions. The pres.ent wi.nd model also overcame the un.controlZability problem
posed by the previous modei, and it was s'hown that the optimal gains could be
computed in the same way as for a regulator problem with a constant disturbance
acting on the. system.
The var,ious control laws derived were implemented to simulate the closed-
loop system in following cases:
(1) optimal flare transita.on from glide slope to touchdown in abseince
of winds,
(2) glide slope tracking i.n presence of various wind profiles specified,
(3) optimal flare transition in presence of wi:nd profiles speci.f2ed, and
(4) flare with open-ioo.p control laws fcrczd on the system.
It was sh.own th:at the flight p.e .r. foxmance of the aircraft wa. s satisfactory
and within acceptabie Iimits in cases (1) and (2).
It was Seen that the optimal galns cOmpUted . for case (3) failed to
achieve an opti:mal transition from glide slope to touchdown in presence of
wind disturbances, even though the same gai:ns performed satisfactorily in
case (2). It was point.ed out that this is due to the large initial conditions
(errors) imposed, which £orce overcorrecti.ons. Qnl,v one simula.tion result
was presented for this case. it a:s proposed to cflnduct further study of this
case by pass.ing tlie l.arge initi.al error through a low-pass filter and usin.o
the output of this filter as a feedbaek variable initially.
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It was also shown that the control variable constraint control law yields a
better performance compared to feadback control law £or the integral stat.es
chosen. However, as was pointed out, the previous method requires a priori
knowiedge of the magnitude of the disturbance acting on the system.
In the study with open-loop control laws forced on the system to achieve
the £lare maneuver (case 4), i.t was shown that, althou.gh this Iaw was extremely
desirable, the per£ormance is very sensitive to sma11 variations in controls
even in abserice of winds. It is tfiezefore proposed to reformulate the problem
as a tracking prolilem, with the open-loop control law obtained experimentally,
as a baseline law, supplemented by a closed-loop, optimal. gain, feedback
control law.
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Table 1. Desired terminal (or touchdown) condition.s.
ParameteT	 Values
e	 30
ul	 0.0
a	 3.52°
g	 0°/sec
x - x
U
°-	 --(not constrained)
0
Table 2. Inertial wind profiles simulated.
Profile	 Wind Parameter
A	 Head wind of 10 kn decreasing
at 5 kn/30.48 m
Updraft of 5 kn decreasing
at 1 kn/30.48 m
B	 Tailwind of 10 kn decreasing
at 5 kn/30.48 m
Updraft of 5 kn decreaszng
at 1 kn/30.48 m
C	 TailWind of 10 kn increasing
at 5 kn/30.48 m
Downdraft of 5 kn increasing
at 1 kn/30.48 m
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Table 3. Types of controllers simulated.
Type
	 Description
1	 Linear regulator case (no wind)
2A	 Liriear regulato-r with constant disturbance —
integral feedback case
2B	 Linear regulator with constant disturbance --
control derivative constraint case
2F	 Linear regulator with. constant disturbance =
unaugmented system
3	 Open-loop — forced input case (no wind)
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^ Va	
^.s
V.
Subscripts: c=varaZlel to inertial or
,	 earth-fixed frame
b = body fixerl frame
Zb
ZS Z e Wi	
s = stability frame
Ali angles are counterclockwise.
Figure 1. Coardinate frame and flight geometry.
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no wind case, controller 1.
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Figure 4(a). Gli.de slope taptute, _3' g-'tide slope: sink rate;
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 ptofile A, cottroller 2A.
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Figure 4(d). Glide slope ca. pture, "3° glide slope: wind velocita.es
at the wing; wind profil.e A, controller ZA.
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Figure 5(a). Clide slo,pe capture, -3° gaide slope: sink xa.te;
wind profile A, controiler ?:e.
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Figure 5(ta). Glide slope captzire, -3 0 glide: slope: pitch and pi.tc}i
rate; wind pxofile A., controller 2B.
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wind profi.le A, controller 2F.
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F'igure 6(b). Glide slope captuie, =3° gZi:de sl.ope: pitch a-nd pitch
rate; wind profile A, controlZeT 2F.
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throttle; wirid profile A, c.ontroller ZF.
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